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Get more done 
with MadCap Flare

Using the Kaizen Plugin



What’s this webinar about?

In this webinar, you’ll learn how the Kaizen Plugin can:

● Clean up topics and projects with a Tag Replacer

● Save time creating topics from an outline with a Topic Splitter

● Create a TOC from a single topic

● Facilitate developer contributions by converting Markdown files to Flare 

topics

● Quickly import a glossary from Excel



The Kaizen Plugin story



www.improvementsoft.com

http://www.improvementsoft.com


Features



Cleaning up projects using the Tag Replacer
To clean up topics and projects, you can use the tag 

replacer.

With the tag replacer, you can

● Replace one tag with another

● Unbind a specific tag

● Delete a tag along with its content

The tag replacer operates on both the topic and project 

level. 



Create topics from an outline using the Topic Splitter
To save time creating topics from an outline, you can use the 

topic splitter.

1. Write and arrange the sections of a topic just like you 

would do in Word.

2. Click Split by H1-H3 to create the individual topics, and 

the TOC. Cross-references are preserved. 



Create a TOC from a single topic
If you want to make use of Flare’s TOC functionality, but you 

have your entire documentation set in a single topic file, 

you can use the Kaizen Plugin to create a TOC from a single 

topic.

1. Click “Bookmark headings & Create TOC”.

2. Add your TOC to a target and build the output.



Import a Glossary from Excel
Use this to quickly import a glossary from Excel.

1. Create a spreadsheet with two columns: “Term” and 

“Definition”.

2. Click “Import Glossary from Excel”.

3. Select the Excel file.

4. Give the resulting glossary file a name.



Data Import
To create topics or snippets based on Excel data, you can use 

the Data Import function.

1. Create your spreadsheet.

2. Create a data import template.

3. Click “Create topics from Excel”.

4. Select the spreadsheet.

5. Click Execute. 

6. View the result. 



Facilitate SME contributions with Markdown Import
To facilitate developer contributions, you can convert 

Markdown files to Flare topics.

1. Click “Import MD”.

2. Select the relevant markdown file. 

3. Edit the imported topic in Flare. 



Copy Path to Clipboard
Put the current topic path on the clipboard for easy access 

in e.g. NotePad++.



Word Cloud Generator
To generate a quick word cloud of the content of your 

project, click “Create a word cloud from project”:



ToDo Notes
To keep track of the small tasks in each topic, you can use 

TODO-notes.

1. Select a paragraph or section. 

2. Create an annotation.

3. Write “TODO: Ask Karen about this section.”

4. Click “ToDO Notes” to see all notes in the current 

project.

TIP! You can use any prefix with capital letters & “:”. For 

example: “KAREN: Please review this”. 



Apply Links to TOC
Click “Apply links to TOC” to apply [%=System.LinkedTitle%]

to each entry in a TOC.



Quick PDF
Click “Quick PDF” to quickly generate a PDF to send for 

review.

Use the KaizenTarget.fltar file to change the settings for 

the PDF target. 



Farm Glossary Terms
Click “Farm Glossary Terms” to extract a glossary based on:

● ALL-CAPS words.

● Camel Case Sentences.



Time to level up?

Markdown Plugin ($14.99)

https://gum.co/markdownplugin

Enter “kaizenwebinar” for a $5 

discount. 

Download for FREE at:
www.kaizenplugin.com

Need help? E-mail me at mattias@improvementsoft.com

https://gum.co/markdownplugin
http://www.kaizenplugin.com


12-Month Subscriptions

MadCap Flare + MadCap Central 

Just $1,999 – Save Over $200

MadCap Flare Subscription License

Note: Offer valid on new licenses only. Pricing available through June 30, 2018. Certain restrictions apply and cannot be combined with any other 

offer.

MadCap Central Author Seat

MadCap Central Subject Matter Expert Seat

Platinum-level Maintenance and Support + 10 GB Storage

LIMITED-TIME OFFER
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